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Special lates come
under AWS review
by Martha Libby
University of Maine women may
be in for another social adjustment,
although the direction of the pendu-
lum's swing has not yet been de-
termined.
The current question is whether
women students should be granted
special late permissions for fra-
ternity dances (each fraternity
may hold three a year). In the
past, women invited to a fraternity
house party have been able to re-
quest special 1:30 a.m. permis-
sions from the president of the
tssociation of Women Students.
However, the possibility of retract-
ing the 1:30's arose when dormitory
head residents blew the whistle on
st) what they called "control problems."
They reported that many girls were
signing out for special fates, but
were not showing up at the fraterni-
ty parties. This was fairly evident,
AWS president Pat Cochrane point-
ed out, since 80 girls would sign out
for a particular fraternity to which
only 40 men belonged.
"This was upsetting a lot of
kids," Miss Cochrane told the Cam-
pus. Also many thought it unfair
that girls going to fraternity dan-
ces should be given 30 minutes
more fun, particularly since only
a few girls in each dormitory
asked for special lates.
With these rumblings in mind,
AWS conducted a poll to determine
if the majority of resident women
felt "women students attending spe-
cial late permission dances should
be granted later hours than those of
the majority," Miss Cochrane said.
She reported that the poll indicated
that most women wanted one blanket
ruling covering everybody.
Armed with what appeared to
be the consensus of opinion, Miss
Cochrane told a November 1 meet-
ing of the campus Social Affairs
Committee that she was no longer
going to grant special late per-
missions, on the grounds that only
a few women in each dormitory
were affected, that it was impos-
sible to administer the ruling, and
that women students in general
were not in favor of continuing
the practice.
But it was pointed out that many
of the fraternities had already hired
bands to play until 1:00.
In view of the opinions expressed
by many of the Social Affairs
Committee members, Miss Coch-
Muscles and music
promote "Goodwill"
Maine's most muscular male will
he elected next week amidst showers
of pennies, as a part of this year's
Goodwill drive. Fund raising activi-
ties of the only student-sponsored
charity on campus will be held
throughout the week, topped off with
a concert by Judy Collins.
Four students vying for the "Mr.
Campus Chest" title will demon-
strate their brawn and biceps in a
skit at the Vermont rally Friday
night. Students will vote with their
pennies for the best chest during the
week.
Next Saturday the drive will close
with folksinger Judy Collins. One
critic remarked, "She is a warm un-
ique individual who makes her own
arduous search for meaning through
all the noise, uncertainty and in-
equality that marks contemporary
America." The concert is sponsored
by the junior class and the Goodwill
Chest committee.
All next week, members of the
committee will be asking students to
"do their part and give to other stu-
dents throughout the world the same
A educational advantages we have here
V at Maine." Since this is the only
charitable cause the students are
asked to donate to. a goal of one
dollar per person has been set.
Trophies will be awarded for the
highest contributions from men's and
women's dorms.
The committee points out that de-
mands upon students for leadership
have increased sharply, particularly
in Asian and African nations emerg-
ing from bush isolation to a complex
and interrelated world.
This is where students here fit into
the picture. As members of the
United States Student Associations,
the student body has pledged its sup-
port to improve the educational op-
portunities in economically and cul-
turally deprived countries.
Half of the proceeds from this
year's drive will be donated to the
World University Service. This or-
ganization represents a cooperative
effort of the world university com-
munity to explore and meet common
needs.
The rest of the donations will go a
long way. The price of a pack of
cigarettes will provide a student with
three meals a day in India.
Students on this campus will also
receive aid. The Senate-sponsored
Goodwill Chest has set up an emer-
gency fund which can be used by
any student who has a financial
problem. Recently money was al-
located to a married student whose
uninsured trailer burned.
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rane said that the usual late per-
missions will continue for the rest
of the semester to give AWS,
SAC, and IFC time to evaluate the
relative importance and necessity
of the special late and to prepare
recommendations for presentation
to AWS at the end of this se-
mester.
"The AWS will have to make the
final decision," Miss Cochrane said.
Meanwhile, head residents will be
saving the sign out slips for special
lates, in order to determine how
many girls are using them. Miss
Cochrane pointed out that at pres-
ent only a few girls in each dormi-
tory require special late permission
due to the fact that usually only one
or two fraternities plan house parties
on the same Friday night, owing to
the difficulty of finding available
dance bands in the Orono area.
It is possible, however, that the
1:30 permission could be extended
to all university women, Miss Coch-
rane pointed out, but it is up to
them. "If they wish, they can vote
a constitutional change to be effec-
tive next year," she concluded.
Late Tuesday afternoon an
Orono voter deposited a
ballot in the box at the Oro-
no Community Center. Vot-
ing in Orono, the university
polling center, was heavy all
day....
. . . . and late into the night
university students from the
Campus a n d WMEB-FM
staffs gathered results from
all wards in the surrounding
towns. Each election year
the Campus and WMEB join
forces to give local listeners
complete coverage of local
returns.
shades of
the Nile
Intrepid romantics who braved last
week's stormy weather and stole to the
steam plant parking lot, gained a bonus in
sound effects. Coed cooing was enhanced
by the slapping of the Stillwater inundat-
ing the lot, sloshing snowtreads. River
hanks became river bottoms as unusually
heavy rains washed the area.
Students pick winners
in top state positions
University of Maine students
proved accurate prophets last
Wednesday, when, in their straw
vote, they predicted Maine's next
governor to be Democrat Kenneth
M. Curtis. Sometime around one
a.m. this Wednesday the present
governor and Republican candidate
John Reed agreed with them.
Only the percentages differed. In the
straw ballot Curtis polled 62% of
the votes while in actuality he
needed only 54% to prove he was
the people's choice.
In like manner the students fore-
told the victories of Senator Mar-
garet Chase Smith and Congressman
William Hathaway. For a while on
election night it looked as if State
Senator Violette had a chance to
overcome the traditional Smith
victory. But as the returns came in
from the heavily Republican pop-
ulated smaller cities and towns Mrs.
Smith won her fourth term in the
U.S. Senate with 58% of the vote.
The students had given her 859
votes and Elmer Violette 334.
William B. Hathaway was pre-
dicted to win since June in the Con-
gressional race in the Second Dis-
trict. He did; but not by the great
majority cited in polls and forecasts.
The University allowed him two
thirds of the vote, where as opponent
Howard Foley put up a fight that
left Hathaway with closer to 55%
of the ballots.
In the first district the students
were wrong. They favored Re-
publican Peter Garland with 57% of
the votes while Democrat Peter
Kyros gathered the same amount
when it really counted.
Maine's new governor-elect is a
young man who has had consider-
able experience in all phases of
government. At present he is
Maine's Secretary of State. Previous-
ly he has served as chairman of the
Area Redevelopment Association
and as head of the former Congress-
man Tupper's Maine office.
Curtis is not going to have an easy
time of it when he comes in office
(Continued on Page Two)
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Student, staff spending scrutinized
by advanced economics classes
by Stet e Brauer
Several graduate economics stu-
dents have started a project to dis-
cover the spending habits of students
and faculty. Do students spend more
money on textbooks or comic
books? Where do they spend it—at
the bookstore or at Pats? Does their
income come from part-time jobs or
from their parents?
The research is being conducted
13" students in Professor Melvin
Burke's graduate economic re-
search course. They hate already
distributed questionnaires to 600
undergraduate students living on
and off campus, to 58 of the fac-
ulty and to 100 staff workers. The
names were chosen at random
from a list of all faculty and stu-
dents.
The questionnaire includes the in-
dividuals' total income, source of in-
come, total expenditures by types,
and where the money is spent. It is
an attempt to find if the income and
expenditure patterns are the same
or different from "non-university
people." Anonymity is preserved.
and all information is confidential.
By doing this research. the stu-
dents hope to find what the eco-
nomic impact of the university is
on the Bangor, Brewer, Orono,
Old Town area. They also want to
use the project to see what effect
student and faculty expenditures
will have on the area in the fu-
ture.
Professor Burke said, "Everyone
looks at the university from a cul-
tural viewpoint. But we're looking at
the university as an industry which
employs people, attracts people to
the area, and has direct economic
impact on the community. Our pro-
ject will aid the community in mak-
ing plans on the basis of what im-
pact the university has now and will
have in the future."
The information obtained by
this project could result in more
The Western
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•
facilities for students and faculty.
When businesses know the expen-
diture habits of the university, stu-
dents and faculty, they may be en-
couraged to build in the area. This
may mean more movie houses,
restaurants, bookstores, and sport-
ing goods stores for the constant-
ly-increasing enrollment.
This is the first attempt at a pro-
ject of this kind. Professor Burke
emphasized that student and faculty
cooperation is needed in order for
it to succeed. Those who receive the
questionnaire should fill it out and
return it as soon as possible.
Debaters faced
Colby in tourney
The Maine Debating Team trav-
eled to Colby Nov. 7 to participate
in the Ben Butler Tourney. Maine
took second place in a field of
twenty-four at Boston University
Oct. 29. Charles Spencer and Bruce
Fleming took the affirmative side
and James Tierney and Gray E.
Smith, the negative side for the var-
sity competition.
In the novice division James
Hersey and Gillman Geuvin had
the affirmative position and Robert
Riedman and John Michaud had
the negative position.
Professor Wofford Gardner and
Assistant Professor Rodney Cole
accompanied the team in the capac-
ity of advisors.
Orono, Maine, November 10, 1966
'cess la vie'
—There was no brave Dutehho) around to lend,
a thumb when a sewer pipe ruptured in the excavation near
Fernald Hall. Workmen had to scramble to escape a fate
worse than death as the loathsome liquid licked lustfully
at their heels. Wags pointed out that while we don't have
a recreational swimming pool yet, we do have a recreational
cesspool. Anyone for a dip?
THE CHALET
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Cliff's Notes can keep
you from falling behind
and failing to under-
stand classic litera-
ture. For Julius Caesar,
and all of Shake-
speare's plays, Cliff's
Notes give you a com-
plete explanation and
summary of every
scene — in language
you can understand.
Don't worry about your
literature grades — let
Cliff's Notes help you
improve them. OVER
125 TITLES covering
frequently assigned
plays and novels.
at your bookseller
or wnle for
fro tulle lust
elections
Continued from Page One
next January. Although the demo-
crats have managed an almost
complete sweep of the top of the
ballot, the Republicans have gained
a majority or near majority in both
houses of the state legislature. This
puts the governor-elect in the same
position Reed was two years ago.
Although Maine went her tradi-
tional Republican way in most State
offices this year, it was not by large
margins in many places. On election
night it would be common for a
candidate to lead by only two or
three votes. In this state, where bal-
lots will be coming in for another
month, this will mean recounts and
uncertainty right up until the can-
didates-elect are sworn into office.
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Business students study
'Bangor grocery prices
If you went grocery shopping to
fill the same market basket in Boston
and Bangor, the cost would be high-
er in Bangor, according to student
researchers at the university.
Four graduate students in the Col-
lege of Business Administration
"t economic research seminar have just
had the results of their study pub-
lished in Maine Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Bulletin 641.
THE STUDY is based on the
principle of the Consumer Price In-
dex. Instead of measuring price
changes over time from a base
period, the city of Boston is used as
a base and the Bangor prices are
measured against this base in one
particular week. The students used
data compiled for Boston by the
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
(BLS). Similar figures for Bangor
were compiled using the same meth-
ods as the BLS. Nine large stores
with annual sales in excess of
$300,000 and sixteen small stores se-
lected by geographic area were used
in the sample.
The study showed that average
weekly expenditures for compared
food items in Bangor were 104 per
cent of the comparable figure in
Boston. Bangor residents did have
lower expenditures for meats. Sig-
nificantly lower prices in beef and
veal offset higher prices in other
areas, the report stated.
ACCORDING TO the report,
"Although it was clear that the cost
of food is higher in Bangor, the
study made no attempt to determine
any of the causes of the cost differ-
ential.
Two possible reasons were cited.
The first is the distance of Bangor
from some of the major food sup-
pliers. "Bangor is 250 miles from
Boston, the nearest food metropolis,"
the report stated. "There can be no
doubt that foods not produced lo-
cally would have to sell for prices
high enough to cover the additional
cost of transporting them from Bos-
ton as regional distribution center."
The second reason put forward by
the report is the difference in exist-
ing competition. The students found
that, "the existence of any type of
discriminatory pricing policy in
Bangor cannot be denied; yet there
is certainly more competition in Bos-
ton. In addition and probably more
important, the competition among
wholesale food distributors in Ban-
gor is certainly less than in Boston."
THE STUDENTS cooperating in
the survey were Allan W. MacKin-
non and Bonnie G. Marsh, both of
Orono; Richard E. Vizard, Bangor.
and John C. Dean, Philadelphia.
Legislature provides financial aid
for college bound state scholars
.."1 A bill passed by the last session of
the Maine legislature will enable
more Maine students to continue
their education. The goal of this new
state scholarship program is to pro-
vide an opportunity for higher edu-
cation for in state students.
This new law also created a State
Scholarship Beard, which decides
who gets the scholarships. It consists
of the Commissioner of Education,
University President Edwin Young,
the chairman of the State Board of
Education, a president of one of the
•-
r
other Maine colleges, the chairman
of the Governor's Advisory Commit-
tee on Education, and the president
of the Maine Teachers Associaiton.
Mr. Worrick assists the board, at
their request, on questions of finan-
cial need and evaluation. He is also
chairman of their Need Analysis
Jury.
The scholarships are made on the
basis of the number of representa-
tives in each county of the legisla-
1%
Sure. 151 scholarships will be
awarded next year. They will be
distributed to Androscoggin (14),
Aroostook (16), Cumberland (28),
Franklin (3), Hancock (5), Kenne-
bec (14), Knox (4), Lincoln (3),
Oxford (7), Penobscot (19), Pis-
cataquis (3), Sagadahoc (4), Somer-
set (6), Waldo (4), Washington
(5), and York (16).
The amount awarded is the value
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairinv
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
Tel. 8664032
of tuition or up to $400, whichever
is less. The aid may continue
through all four undergraduate
years. It is mainly for students who
want to attend institutions of higher
learning (including vocational
schools) in Maine.
The winners are announced in
July by the State Scholarship Board.
Both academic attainment and finan-
cial need are taken into account.
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Student-studded shows!
to benefit Coffee House
The Coffee House organization
hopes to improve its facilities and
make them available to more campus
organizations. Two benefits will be
presented this weekend to raise
money for lighting, wallboards, and
other equipment suitable for art
work and display.
Like most of the Coffee House
performances, the benefits will in-
clude all student entertainment.
There will be two shows each night.
The first will be at 8:30, ending at
10:00 when the House will be
DINER
Open 24 Hours
Fine Food
Fast Service
cleared and donations will be taken
for the second show, beginning at
10:30. The donation is set at 500.
Friday night's performers will be
Barry Roe, Diane McPherson, the
Marsh Islanders, and Zoltan. Satur-
day evening the Stillwater Draggers
return; also Rick, and Dick Battles.
The Coffee House anticipates a
wider variety of entertainment and
activities this year. Talented students
and professors are invited and en-
couraged to entertain or express
ideas for group discussions.
DIIING 110011
Steaks
Lobsters
Beverages
$1.95 Heal) Ilestera Steer Steak $1.95
Hogan Road Interchange Rt. 95, Bangor
New
Arrivals
on Cocktail
Dresses and
Formals. Both
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Sizes 3 to 20
Costumes, Coat and
dress, Cage look,
Sequins, Beaded,
Velvets and
Laces among
others.
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PIERCED AND PIERCED LOOK EARRINGS
_—
women's
Old Town
Paco Four
Ditches, dynamite drive
radios above ground
by Terry McCann
As good as a telegram, but much
less expensive. The Maine Amateur
Radio Club is willing and able to
send radiograms, free of charge for
anyone who wishes to take advan-
tage of this novel way of sending a
message.
As soon as the club has moved
its equipment to its new location in
Merrill Hall, radio transmission will
begin. In two or three weeks time,
when everything is ready to go, the
club will have forms similar to those
of Western Union placed in the
Union for the convenience of the
students.
The messages are sent and relayed
by a network of operators through-
out the states. The Maine Seagull
network, as it is called, is set up
throughout the state and goes on the
air for regular transmission between
5:00 and 6:00 p. m. every night.
Some operators in this network may
also be in another network and by
relaying the transmissions on to oth-
er operators in their networks, the
messages could work their way
across the country or the world.
The radio club, although remain-
ing rather obscure, has been func-
tioning for about 30 years at the
university. Until recently, the club
had its headquarters in the basement
of Carnegie Hall, but ditches and
dynamite have driven it out. The
Merrill Hall location will hopefully
give the club members more space
and more nighttime transmission op-
p,rtunities.
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CLASS RINGS
by Herff Jones
Sep
Skip Reynolds - Lambda Chi Alpha
Cep the Ring Visplay and ord,r from sIiip now —
Memorial Union Lobby
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VAN 11EUSEN "417"
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It's not so much a shirt ...it's a way of life.
Van Heusen tailors shirts and sportswear
for men to live in. Like this lively button-down
in permanently pressed Vanopress...
just one of a collection of solids, stripes
and patterns. Notice the authentic styling,
the aggressive V-taper...
the unmistakeable look of a leader.
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the influential toiletry
collection. It's not just a
scent, its a sense of
well-being!
VAN HEUSEN*
younger by design
The Maine Campus
projection
fI gures
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The Tamburtizans' second performance on campus last week-
end drew a full house and then some. The folk-art group's appeal
also filled the orchestra pit, projection booths and classrooms over-looking the auditorium. As the standing-room-only crowd was
thinned, throngs in the lobby pressed forward to take their places.
SAC goes to town with
community help projects
The need for an organized com-
munity service group on campus
was realized last year when the Stu-
dent Action Corps was formed. A
small group of students originated
the idea, and after consultation, tho
office of the College of Education
suggested SAC's first activity.
The headmaster of Higgins Classi-
cal Institute in Charleston was ap-
proached on the possibility of orig-
inating a Maine-Higgins tutoring
project. The program was accepted.
One night each week University stu-
dents try to impress upon their
charges the rudiments of algebra I
and II, geometry, Latin, English,
French I and II, chemistry, and
biology.
From this basic program SAC
grew to include projects at the
Cerebral Palsy Center in Bangor,
study skills lectures at Brewer High
School, and a campaign to make
Maine students more aware of the
intensity of the famine in India.
This year the Corps has expanded
its membership to nearly 70 volun-
teers. The greatly expanded program
now includes visiting patients at the
Bangor City Hospital, assisting
Brownie and Girl Scout Troops, a
recreation program at Brewer Re-
tarded Center, and the selling of
UNICEF Christmas cards. Each
project is headed by one student re-
sponsible for transportation and all
general organization.
The present goal of SAC is to de-
velop as a campus organization that
will be recognized for its service to
the community. The group hopes to
have its own office and centralize so
that the community will call upon
if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!
JADE EAST
Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 1205., $0.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., 63 90
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50 1..•.0, NEW - SOLI D,STIIIII00.
the members for service where it is
needed.
SAC is not a highly structured
group. When it was first formed,
many of its projects overlapped with
those of the Social Workers Club,
and MCA. Much has been done to
alleviate the situation, although there
is still more coordinating to be done
among the various community serv-
ices. The future basis of SAC de-
pends on the time and money avail-
able to its members. This year SAC,
will receive transportation money
from the Community Chest. The
Student Senate has also made an al-
lowance for group expenses.
It is difficult to es..aluate the Hig-
gins tutoring program. The contact
with University students is as im-
portant to the high schoolers as the
actual tutoring. The importance of
the program may be the fact that
so many University students are de-
voting valuable time in the evening
to driPe to Charleston. with the
hope that a few students will im-
prove their grades.
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You can't get to Brooklyn, much less
Balentine, on the chopped-up campus
roads. Blasting and blockading have
created so many by-roads that even driversfamiliar with the campus traffic patternfind getting off-campus a real challenge.
Competitions open for juniors to
an intern with legislators in D. C.
The Department of Political Sci-
ence is accepting applications for its
annual Congressional Internship Pro-
gram. This program provides op-
*portunities for several University of
Maine juniors to work on the staffs
of states senators and representatives
from February 1 through June 30,
1967.
The internships were initiated in
1958 and are designed to give the
junior-year student an understand-
ing of the legislative process. Stu-
dents selected for the positions will
receive six hours of academic credit
in political science from the Univers-
ity upon completion of the program's
requirements. A stipend will be paid
each intern by the senator or con-
gressman involved. Although the
•
WHISKERS?
try
REMINGTON
NORELCO
SCHICK
SUNBEAM
ELECTRIC RAZORS
yours at . . .
NORTH MAIN OLD TOWN
number of positions available this
year is not yet known, both resident
and non-resident students are en-
couraged to apply.
Students may obtain application
blanks from the Office of the De-
partment of Political Science, 3
North Stevens Hall, and should re-
turn them to Professor Robert Don
Heidron, 39 North Stevens Hall, by
4:00 p.m., November 29. Oral in-
terviews i I I be conducted early in
December, and placement will be
made before the Christmas vacation.
The Maine Campus Page Five
Satellites signal
Briefing held on space programs
A briefing session sponsored by
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration concerning space
propulsion, rocketry history, and
problems of space research and ex-
ploration will be held in Hauck
Auditorium, November 14 at 7 p.m.
The briefing will be conducted by
Patrick H. Walsh and Hiram B.
Haggett who are both educational
service officers for NASA. Walsh is
a graduate of Boston College and
has done lecture work at universities,
engineering groups, and high schools
throughout the nation. Haggett is a
graduate of Boston University where
he also served as a faculty member
in his field of education. Most re-
cently, Haggett has been the Educa-
tional Programs Officer for NASA at
the Electronics Research Center in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The lecture will explain satellites,
their mechanisms, and the scientific
principles involved with satellites.
NASA activities, its projects, and its
future plans will also be included in
the two-hour briefing. Information
concerning well known satellite and
space programs, such as the TIROS
meteorological satellite, APOLLO
and the manned lunar space pro-
gram, and SYNCOM which is an
experimental satellite used to trans-
mit intercontinental radio and tele-
vision signals, will also be explained
by Walsh and Haggett.
notice
A Christian Science lecture en-
titled "What is Success?" will be de-
livered by Harry S. Smith of
Atlanta, Ga. on Sunday at 7 p.m. in
the Drummond Chapel,
DESIRE 
WORK?_,If you are a male, over 18
years of age, and not afraid
of doing manual labor. ,ou
can earn 81.40/hr.
Night & Day work
available
IF INTERESTED, call
STRIAR TEXTILE MILL
AYERS ISLAND
ORONO Tel. 866-2134
OUR
EFFICIENT
HELP
IS WAITING TO
SERVE YOU
TRY OUR ITALIAN SANDWICHES
-- 5 0 c
GOVERNOR'S
STILLWATER 827-4277
Free delivery on all $3.00 orders
Throughout the lecture, Walsh
and Haggett will use films and
models of past, present, and future
NASA equipment to explain how
the basic scientific principles are ap-
plied to NASA projects. Experiments
and demonstrations will be used to
illustrate the lectures.
The briefing is a drill for the
Naval Reserve Personnel and mem-
bers of the University ROTC. Other
service groups or organizations in-
terested in attending the lecture
should contact Colonel John S.
Gerety, Professor of Military Science
at the University of Maine, or Com-
mander William J. Lee, commanding
officer of the Bangor Naval Reserve
Training Center.
RIO!
YOUR
Kaapsa,ke•
DIAMONI, •'.33 
DEALER IN ORONO
DeGrasse Jev.elers
38 Main "•tret
II BONO 866-1032
First
Choice
Of The
Engageables
And, for good reasons ... like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) . . . a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-
isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the
yellow pages under -Jewele:s."
1(e_psa,ke•
DIAMOND RINGS
POIC55 /1101 11110. TO 50000. MIMI U.I.I. 55I51W WITT Or tITAIL.
• TRADIAMIIIII ltd. A. 0, P000 CO ..... ,
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-ooge booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagementand Wecld,no- end new 12-Doge full color folder, both for only 25c.Also, send special offer of beautiful 44
-pogo Bride's Book.
 Zip 
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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in Gallery One
Maiastic Chagall gaaphics
illustrate Jewish 'Exodus'
by Jane O'Neill
Marc Chagall's twenty-four litho-
graphs illustrating the story of the
Jewish Exodus from Egypt are as
majestic as the words of the story
they portray. This suite is on loan
to the university from the Roten
Gallery in Baltimore for the month
of November. The name of Chagall
carries such impost that the 250 ed-
itions of "Exodus" (the suite in
Carnegie is #65) were oversub-
scribed before the artist even finished
the portfolio.
Chagall was born in Belorussia in
1887. Educated in St. Petersburg,
his works there were influenced by
Baskt and ballet. The impressions of
his childhood experiences also be-
came apparent and he exhibited an
overtone of inner poetry. In 1917
he produced his first lithographs
and engravings. The French influ-
ence of Paris gave his work dream-
like connotations, with religious
overtones.
His work has since heightened in
its psychic reality and intense sym-
bolism. A final characteristic is that
his work consists mostly of recog-
nizable objects in floating atmos-
pheres. This is very observable in
the "Exodus" collection.
"Exodus" includes the story of
Moses' life and continues on through
part of the story of the long journey
of the Jews to the Promised Land.
One illustrates how Moses closed
the Red Sea on the pursuing
soldiers. A yellow Moses is suspend-
ed over the deep blue of the sea
while the orange throng of refugees
clusters in the corner. A white an-
gel hovers over all. Four lithographs
are devoted to the presentation of
the Ten Commandments. Another
impressive lithograph depicts the
water flowing from the stone to
quench the thirst of the weary trav-
elers. The water comes straight
down the yellow background and
the people are shaded in green.
Moses is perched in purple splendor
on the yellow background under an
orange sun. In almost all of these
lithographs Chagall has included an
angel that hovers close to Moses'
shoulder and probably represents
divine guidance and protection.
notice
Students in all colleges who plan
to student teach during the second
eight week period, November 7—
January 24, must register with their
advisors prior to leaving campus.
Ronald E. Bishop
U. M. Class '53
RONALD E. BISHOP & ASSOCIATES
General Agency for
NATIONAL LIFE OF VERMONT
Bangor, Maine Tel. 942-7331
LIFE INSURANCE IS GOOD PROPERTY
Live, Die or Quit — You cannot lose!
Thomas W. Larkin
U. M. Class '58
kr
bright
lights
Orono, Maine, November 10, 1966
5414
The spotlight in Carnegie this month
is on the vividly-colored graphics of Marc
Chagall. Campus photographer Bob Carl-
son caught Chagall at his brightest when 4
overhead spotlights sharpened the natural
hues. The artist displays his penchant for
brilliant reds, oranges, and blues in this
n lllll th-long exhibition.
'6•Ss
Engineers, Mathematicians:
Contribute to Technica!
Programs of Nation
Significance
. . . nsa
Creating secure communications systems
and equipments unknown anywhere else.
This is the mission of the National Security
Agency—a mission which in turn creates
problems of a high order of difficulty, re-
quiring an uncommon amount of ingenuity.
There Is no other organization like It...
no other organization doing the same im-
portant work, or offering the same wealth
of opportunity for imaginative graduates in
mathematics or the engineering sciences.
A separate agency operating within the
defense establishment, NSA has a critical
requirement for:
ENGINEERS. To carry out basic and
applied research, design, development,
testing and evaluation of large-scale cryto-
communications and EDP systems. Engi-
neers may also participate in related
studies of electromagnetic propagation,
upper atmosphere phenomena, super-
conductivity and cryogenics using the
latest equipment for advanced research
within the Agency's fully instrumented
laboratories. Career programs are de-
signed to develop the professional en-
gineer for a full and satisfying future In
research or management.
MATHEMATICIANS.
To define, formulate and solve
complex communications-related
problems in support of the NSA
mission. Statistical mathematics,
matrix algebra, finite fields, probability,
combinatorial analysis, programming and
symbolic logic are but a few of the tools
applied by Agency mathematicians. They
enjoy the full support of NSA's completely
equipped computer laboratory where many
of them often become involved In both thehardware and software of advanced com-
puting systems. Theoretical research is
also a primary concern at NSA, owing to
the fact that the present state of knowledgein certain fields of mathematics is not
sufficiently advanced to satisfy NSA re-
quirements.
CAREER BENEFITS
With NSA, you enjoy all the benefits of
Federal employment without the necessity
of Civil Service certification.
NSA's generous graduate study program
permits you to pursue two semesters of full-
time graduate study at full salary with aca-demic costs paid by NSA. The Agency a/so
encourages participation in professional
The "Cipher Disk" ... NSA symbol
and one of the oldest and most effec-
tive cryptographic devices known.
associations and assists you to attend na-
tional meetings, seminars, and conferences..
Located between Washington and Balti-
more, NSA is also near the Chesapeake
Bay, ocean beaches and other summer and
winter recreation areas. The location per-
mits your choice of city, suburban or
country living.
Starting salaries, depending on educa-
tion and experience, range from $7,729 to$12,873. Check now with your Placement
C .lice to arrange an Interview with the
NSA representative visiting your campus,
or write to: Chief, College Relations
Branch, Suite 10, 44,35 Wisconsin Avenue,
N. W., Washington, D.C. 20016. An equal
opportunity employer, M&F.
national security agency
... where imagination is the essential qualification.
opportunities
Howard University, in coopera
tion with the Department of State,
the Agency for International Devel
opment, and the United States In
formation Agency, is offering a
Foreign Affairs Scholars Program
whose purpose is to find and help to
prepare able Negro students and
other minority groups for careers in
the Foreign Service.
About forty students will be
chosen for the 1966-67 year, giving
preference to juniors, though some
seniors with outstanding qualifica-
tions and genuine interest in foreign
affairs, will be considered.
The students selected will be of-
fered paid internships in State, AID,
and USIA during the summer.
Juniors in the program may receive
assistance during their senior year.
Twenty-five of the students will re-
ceive fellowships for one year of
graduate study in foreign affairs.
Applications should be received at
Howard University by December I.
1966. Selection of students will be
announced by March I, 1967.
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
• 50 Modern Deluxe Units
• Adjacent to University
of Maine Campus
• TV and Telephont•
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Restaurant - Coffee Shop
RESERVATIONS
Call 207-866-4921 Orono
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voice of the campus readers
4 Campus Editor:
I am pleased and encouraged by
the strong endorsement given to me
at the recent mock elections of the
Portland and Orono campuses of
the University of Maine.
It is particularly gratifying to see
that my strong positive stands and
proposals for education, economic
development, and the many other
great challenges facing Maine have
.been acknowledged and accepted by
the community leaders of tomorrow.
I firmly believe that tomorrow be-
longs to those who plan today.
My Maine Action Plan is the re-
sult of this belief. Please convey my
thanks to all those who voted for
me yesterday.
thank you
Sincerely yours,
Kenneth M. Curtis
Sec. of State
•
respected parents
My respected Foster Parents:
Good day to you. We are in good
health and I hope the same applies
to you. May my letter find you in
perfect health and joy. The weather
over here has now turned much
colder. We are now waiting for the
winter season to set in with its cold
and frosts. We are commencing les-
sons, my foster parents, at our tech-
nical school.
• 
On the 10th of August I went over
Ed
is pinned!
You'll get
more out of skiing
with
SKIING
The new season is just around the
corner, and there's no better way to
get set for it than with SKIING.
The new November issue gives you
the low-down on what the experts
re2lly think about some of the lead-ing brands of skis.,, provides inval-
uable technique tips cn the proper
use of poles... previews the latest
skiwear styles... shows why our girl
competitors are getting better andbetter... covers the skiing scene from
Val d' Isere France to Heavenly Val-
ley, California in full color.., and lots
more.
All in the November issue of
SKIING
JUST 60e. ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
HALF-PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
RATE-AVAILAHtE THROUGH
COLLEGE BOOKSTORES.
SKIING
SKI TESTS Hart • Kne.ssl • Ross.gnol
&so With Us France • Cahfornta • Vermont
Stern Enksen comes to Instruction Corner
to collect from the Plan the 240
drachmas ($8). I very much thank
you for the money you sent me.
Best regards from my parents and
my siblings. I send you my greetings
with love and respect.
Your foster son,
Basil Koutsothanasis
Editor's note: Basil is supported
by the student body' through the
Campus Goodwill Chest.
•
educated bigot
To the Editor:
Perhaps this letter should be ad-
dressed to the "Joel Rosenthals", the
narrow-minded, unsympathetic, "un-
educated" persons on this campus
and indeed all over America. I wish
especially to communicate with thost.
persons who condemn an entire race
after having only a few experiences,
with a small number of people, in
one small area of the country.
It is a privilege to live in a free
country where each individual
"should have" an equal opportunity
to advance, to attend the college of
his (her) choice. Education is be-
coming a part of our way of life.
But one does not really profit from
attending an educational institution
unless he learns during the process
that nothing is all "yes" or "no."
What good is an education if it does
not teach us that "but by the grace
of something instilled within me, I
could have also followed the de-
feated pathway?"
I would be the last to suggest that
Joel was entirely mistaken. In the
Negro race, as in all other races,
there are persons who have given up
hope, who are really the "walking
dead." But, Joe, are you going to set
yourself up as an Almighty Being
and act as judge for the few with
whom you have come in contact?
Are you that much superior to them
that you can criticize them without
being sympathetic toward some of
the problems that they may be fac-
ing? And, even worse, will you be so
crassly foolish that you draw conclu-
sions about an entire race after one
bad experience?
I suggest that Joel should visit
more than one city before he makes
hasty judgments about a group of
people. I also suggest that Joel
should read the newspaper frequent-
ly to learn of the many advances
made by the "Americans" whom he
has classified as "these people." But
even more important, Joel and all
the other "Joels" of America should
stop thinking of Negroes as "these
people" and start thinking of "us"
JO 5A1 Citt9
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
Take-Out Service
Ample Free Parking
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL 9454500
as Americans with the same hopes,
dreams, and desires.
I pity Joel, as I pity all other per-
sons with such twisted ideas. I pity
him, for even though he is attending
an institution of higher learning, he
is seemingly still ignorant; he is still
narrow-minded; he is still a little
child afraid that someone will take
his toy.
Peggy Ann Leach
BE HOSPITABLE!
Your guests' comfort
is important
(Especially if they
are your In-laws)
RENT-A-ROLLAWAY
Economy Furniture
Old Town 827-2484
IWer'
tailors a slip
Check our Golden
Harvest of Values
during this week
=2397
USE YOUR
COED CHARGE
ACCOUNT
Petticoat Shapings From Kayser
Appliqued lace flowers trim the uniquely curving hemline
of this nylon petticoat. A fold of double sheer nylon edges
and accents this shaped hem. Fashion beauty at a tiny price.
Sizes: In Average and Short lengths, Small, Medium, Large
in White, Black, Navy, Shell Pink, Surf Blue. $3.00
If you're looking for
something to wear
Come on up and
we'll pay the fare.
Beautifully shaped to
conform with today's
fashion silhouettes, this
Satilene slip is fitted
perfection. Luxury details
of embroidered flowers
and bow-knots are
sprinkled across the bodice.
In a bouquet of
flower colors:
White, Black, Shell Pink,
Caribe Blue.
Average-32-40
Short-32-40
$6.00
The winner of thin ad in entitled to a
hall slip and matching pantie..
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
76-76 NORTH 314EN ST. OLD TOWN
Last Week's Winner — Alberta J. McLean
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voice of the campus
heavenly
To the Editor:
You end your delightful little ex-
ercise in word play, the gang wasn't
there," with "General campus-wide
participation would wreck the entire
effect."
Perhaps if you took more than
journalistic interest in these activi-
ties, you'd effect a more worthwhile
criticism than the crowning of di-
vine guidance with quotation marks.
R. Archer
•
sorry, brother
To The Editor:
I cannot begin to express my shock
and dismay at the totally ignorant,
false and cruel statements made by
Joel Rosenthal (letter to the editor,
Oct. 27) in reference to the Ameri-
can Negro.
As a former student at the Uni-
versity of Maine and a white who
has lived and worked in Harlem
and who is presently one of two
white undergraduate students at a
Southern Negro college, I can state
with some authority that Mr Rosen-
thal's inferences could not be more
remote from the facts.
Negroes throw garbage out of
their windows because " they won't
be bothered to pile (it) up," you
say. There are approximately 18
million Negroes in the United States.
Certainly it is only an obscure per-
centage that have ever resorted to
this. But do you know why some
might?.
Ever tried to empty garbage
in cans already overflowing—some-
how "overlooked" by the sanitation
department which may or may not
condescend to collect once a month?
As for the "old drunks in door-
ways cursing about something or
other." I suggest you listen to them,
talk with them, and find out what it
means to face the world as a Negro.
These people are "free and easy"
you say! Southern racists have been
saying that about their "niggers"
for years. but don't you believe it.
brother! Frankly, I don't know any
"free and easy" people who resort
readers
to riots, to sit-ins and to alcohol.
Ever condescended to venture into
Harlem? Walk up Lennox Avenue
some time! Better yet, come to Ala-
bama. Come visit the tiny county
school in Lownes County where I
tutor 20 hours weekly under the
Community Education Program.
Ever wonder what blond, blue-eyed,
middle class Dick and Jane means
to a Negro child who lives in a
shack without running water, lights,
or a telephone?
Changing the subject slightly, I
should like to mention what an
enormously exciting experience it
has been for me here at Tuskegee
Institute. As a sociology major. I
have gained insights and experience
never possible in the removed class-
room situation—e.g.: at Maine. In
addition to my studies and C.E.D.
work, I am working in a campaign
to make the first Southern Negro
Sheriff. In the Nov. 8 election I will
be an official poll-watcher.
This week, a man will be tried
for murdering a Tuskegee student
civil rights worker.
Sturge Haskins
Coeds have own keys
at graduate residence
by Martha Libby
There's no place like home, par-
ticularly after you've spent four
years in a dormitory. Not that
dormitories are so bad, but one does
get a little tired of the synchronized
squeezing of 20 toothpaste tubes
every morning.
So the coeds living in the Grad-
uate Women's Residence think life
at 162 College Avenue is pretty
special. Next to the big things, the
little things count most. All the
rooms are different—they didn't
know about rubber stamps when
they built it. There's a kitchen for
breakfast-making and a huge refrig-
erator crammed with emergency ra-
tions in case of enemy attack.
As for the big things, the girls
have found that living with rules is
not really like "living with rules"
when you make them yourself.
sedate
it ain't
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1 00 CID V-8. Full 115-inch wheelbase. Heavy-
.hit' Gprings, shock absorbers, shaft. Sway
:Jars, front and rear. High-performance axle.
Dual exhausts. Beefed-up wheels. White-Line
or wide-oval Red-Line tires. Bucket seats.
Louvered hood. Higher oil pressure. They're all
standard goodies at one modest price. Avail-
able also, if you wish—Rocket Rally Pac, UHV
ignition, superstock wheels, front disc brakes
and the like. Put one into action and you'll
agree: 1967 Olds 4-4-2 is the sweetest, neat-
est, completest anti-boredom bundle on rubber!
OLDS
ENGINEERED FOR EXCITEMEXT—TORIINADO-STYLE 
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Other than the normal courtesies of
communal existence, the only re-
quirement is observance of the uni-
versity mandate of no liquor on col-
lege property. Each woman has her
own key and is free to come and
go as she pleases.
Each resident had her own idea
of what the graduate house was go-
ing to be like, particularly the five
from out of state. One girl from
Manhattan said she came to Maine
expecting to see a group of "freckle-
faced . . . well . . . hicks." She did
find a few freckles but reports that
the group can't really claim even
one real live hick to its name.
This is only the second year that
there has been a "grad house" for
women. Before then it was the old
home management building. But as
more single women began graduate
studies, the university realized it
would have to find some sort of liv-
ing arrangements for them. (Their
feminine tastes were inflating the
Orono economy.) "Another dormi-
tory wasn't the answer," said Dean
Zink, "and the housing shortage in
Orono got more impossible every
year." In fact, she pointed out, the
university has lost faculty members
because they couldn't find suitable
living quarters.
As for food, the coeds all chip in
on breakfast things like bread, jam
and coffee. Depending upon how
many people are dieting, this usually
costs about a dollar a week. Extra
goodies like cookies and bagels are
purchased individually.
"It's kind of nice," the girls re-
port, "having a living room small
enough so that you can sit and talk
without feeling you're in Grand
Central Station. Food seems to taste
better, too, when you're eating on
a dining table that's less than 30
feet long."
"We think the greatest thing about
the whole deal is that everybody
comes from such different homes
and undergraduate environments.
There's Claire from Taskent, S.S.R..
Penny the Hoosier, and Barb and
Martha from 'The County'." "Can
you imagine, the great melting pot,
right here on campus. The discus-
sions are great, too, because there're
only two of us in the same depart-
ment. For example, since we pri-
marily are in the liberal arts fields,
we know relatively little about such
things as zoology. It was quite an
experience to see our first true-to-
life shrew," one resident enthuses.
notice
The Student Chapter of American
Society of Civil Engineers will meet
on Monday at 4 p.m. in Room 336
Boardman Hall. Joseph Coupal, City
Manager of Bangor, will present
"Managements's Views on Engineer-
ing."
Orono Motor Co.
OFFERS
• FORD—NEW CARS
• USED CARS
• EXPERT SERVICE
• FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
• BODY WORK
• ROAD SERVICE
• FIRESTONE TIRES
PICK-UP AND DEL. SERVICE
Tel. 866-3300
25 MAIN ST.
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Three veteran performers portray
*psychological study of men at war
University of Maine men march
onto the battlefield in Hauck Audi.
toward the December 6 opening
night of Maine Masque's second
show, Journey's End.
Attention focuses on three soldiers
in Journey's End psychological
iv study of men and their wars. These
same three actor-soldiers by night
are daytime students and teacher.
Second Lieutenant Raleigh is by
day Wes Staples, a sophomore plan-
ning a major in English or speech
and theater. Staples starred in An
Italian Straw Hat, the first Masque
production of the season.
Staples enjoys the realism and the
experimentation with the emotions
of Journey's End. He feels a unity
between himself and the character of
Raleigh. Transferred directly from
school in England to the battlefront,
Raleigh is an average young man
* CLASSIFIED
All classifieds must he prepaid. Pay-
ment and copy must be received by
Monday noon of the week of publi-
cation. Rates: 75c for the first 25
words or part thereof; Sc for each
additional word. 
WANTED — Cheerleaders for
"Downeast Lobsters", leading en-
try in The PCDMFL. Call
866-4428 and ask for "Mad-dog"
Dunham or Y. A. Turner. Sal-
ary: 16 oz. tea per game.
8 MM. CAMERA. Bell & Howell
autoload, optronic eye, zoom
lens, f.1/2 pistol grip and case.
Prof. Sezak, 38 Stevens South.
regimented and naive. He's a scared
young man and afraid to show it.
During the play, however, Raleigh
grows and changes the most of any
character. His inexperience fades
into self-assurance.
Second in command is Lieutenant
Osborne, played by Phil Hayes, a
graduate assistant in speech. By day
Hayes teaches three Sh 1 classes and
takes eight credit hours of his own
courses. His beginnings in theater
were at Loyola University in Chica-
go where he was an undergraduate.
This summer he worked in the sum-
mer theater program at UM and ap-
peared in Hay Fever and See How
They Run. He also performed in An
Italian Straw Hat.
THE COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, & music
Friday, November 11
Benefit to improve facilities in
the COFFEE HOUSE. Mini-
mum donation will be 50('. Two
shows nightly. Doors open at
8:00. First show starts at 8:30
and ends at 10:00. In order of
appearance: Barry Roe, Folk;
Diane McPherson, Folk; Marsh
Island Trio, Folk; Zoltan. Folk.
Next show starts at 10:30. ends
at 12:00. Same order of appear-
ance as the 8:30 show.
Saturday, November 12
Doors open at 8:00. show at
8:30. Dick Battle, Rick, Still-
water River Draggers. 10:30
line up same as 8:30.
Wednesday, November 16
An evening with Dr. Schoen-
berger.
Unifying all the men is their
leader. Captain Stanhope, portrayed
by senior anthropology major Frits
Momsen. Acting began for Momsen
in high school and included Masque
productions of Dr. Faustus, Of Mice
and Men, and Rose Tattoo. At the
Coffee House he has appeared in
Phoenix Too Late and in the theater
lab, Wine of This Year's Vintage.
Currently Momsen also works at
WMEB-TV.
Momsen identifies with Stanhope.
The captain is only twenty-one years
old, has been in the front lines for
three years. His humor is cynical
and his outlook on life is jaded,
tinted rose by liquor. Regardless of
his failings, Stanhope is a competent
military man,
HILLSON
CLEANERS
Campus pick-up
and delivery
each day.
"Let us do
your dirty work."
18 Mill Street, Orono
866-3647
DOES LSD IN SUGAR CUBES
SPOIL THE TASTE OF COFFEE????
KNOW
THE
TRUTH
FIVE LEVELS
OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
EXPANSION
about LSD by
HEAR
THE
FACTS
Dr. Timothy Leary, Ph.D.
RECORDED LIVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDATION — DR. LEARY'S CENTER FOR
RESEARCH ON CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPANDING DRUGS.
saw $3.00 PER RECORD CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGE!
SEND ME 
 
COPIES OF DR. TIMOTHY LEARY S LP RECORDING ON LSD.
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $ 
TO:
Pixie Records, Inc. NAME 
1619 Broadway, Room 602 (Please Print)
New York, N. Y. 10019
ADDRESS 
MONO - LONG PLAY ING
(3.31/3 rpm) CITY  STATE  ZIP 
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"M" IS FOR THE MANY THINGS
YOU'LL TEACH HER
Nobody will dispute—surely not I—that raising children
Is a task which requires full time and awesome skills.
Nonetheless, a recent nationwide survey has revealed a
startling fact: mothers who go back to work after their
children are safely through the early years are notably
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfilled than mothers
who simply remain housewives. Moreover—and mark this
well—the chitdren of such working mothers are themselves
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfilled!
All very well, you say, but what's it got to do with you?
Isn't it obvious? If you are underachieving at college, get
your mother a job.
What kind of job? Well sir, your mother is probably
between 35 and 50 years of age, so certain occupations
must immediately be ruled out. Logging, for example. Or
whaling. Or carhopping.
But don't despair. There are other kinds of jobs—not
many, to be sure, but some. However, you mast not stick
Mom in just any old job. You must remember that after
the excitement of raising you, she would be bored to tears
as a file clerk, for instance, or as a dolman. (A dolman, as
we all know, is someone who brings handfuls of water to
track layers. With the recent invention of the pail, dolmen
are gradually falling into technological unemployment.)
But I digress. I was saying, find Mom a job worthy of
her talents, something challenging that uses her vast wis-
dom and experience but, at the same time, is not too hard
on her obsolescing tissues. That's what Walter Sigafoos
did, and the results were brilliantly successfuL
Walter, a sophomore at the Upper Maryland College of
Wickerwork and Belles Lettres, majoring in raffia, ap-
proached the problem scientifically. First he asked himself
what his mother did best Well sir, what she did best was
to keep hollering, "Dress warm, Walter!"
At first glance this seemed a skill not widely in demand,
but Walter was not discouraged. He sent out hundreds of
inquiries and today, I am pleased to report, his mother is
happily employed as wardrobe mistress for the Montreal
Canadiens.
Another fortunate venture was that of Frank C. Grans-
mire, a junior at the Oregon State Conservatory of Music
and Optometry, majoring in sties. Frank, like Walter, did
a survey in depth of his mother's talents. Chief among
them, he found, was her ability to make a roast of beef
feed the whole family for three days. So, naturally, Frank
got her a job at the Museum of Natural History.
What has one to do with the other, you ask? Isn't it
obvious? Anyone who can stretch ribs like that belongs in
paleontology.
I cannot conclude this column without saying a few
words about Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. The
reason I cannot is that this column is sponsored by the
makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and
they are inclined to get peckish if I omit to mention their
product.
Not, mind you, that it is a chore for me to plug
Personna. Or, for the matter of that, to shave with
Personna. No sir: no chore. Personna takes the pain out
of shaving, scraps the scrape, negates the nick, repudiates
the rasp, peels the pull, boycotts the burn, blackballs the
bite, ousts the ouch. Furthermore, Personna endures and
abides, gives you luxury shave after luxury shave, day
after day after day. And further furthermore, Personna
is available both in double-edge style and Injector style.
And as if all this were not bounty enough, Personna is
now offering you a chance to grab a fistful of $100 bills!
Stop at your l'ersonna dealer and get an entry blank for
the new Personna Super Stainless Steel Sweepstakes. But
hurry! Time is limited.
0 * • Max Shulman
The makers of rersonna who bring you this column all
through the school year also bring you the ultimate its
luxury sharing with Personna and Peraonna's partner
in *having comfort—Burma Shave. regular ur menthol.
managing editor
Judith A Carlson
1maine campus
editorials
it's all right ,ma
The coed's interview ended with a chuckled, "Well, that's college,
dear."
Sometime during the previous afternoon, the York Hall resident had
awakened to the sounds of dripping water: the shelf in her closet was a
pregnant pool; all of her clothes clung wetly together; the steamer trunk
on her closet floor had already begun to rust: and the paperbacks on the
bookshelf were already beginning to exude a mildewed odor.
She reported her disaster area to the housemother who called up Mrs.
Anne Hathaway, assistant manager of women's housing. She authorized
cots for the coed and her roommate. They slept in the lounge that night.
The next day, when she visited the Housing Office to find out about
reparations for the damage to her belongings, the "that's too bad" inter-
view took place. A University regulations handbook warns every student
to secure personal property damage insurance. "The University does not
assume responsibility for loss of, or damage to personal property of resi-
dents through fire, theft, or other causes."
Mr. William Wells, director of residence and dining halls, interprets
this to mean that the university is not responsible "except when necessary
repair has not been made in a reasonable time." The coed's was a new
leak. With no recourse other than to call up Daddy and ask him to check
the insurance, she pulled out the mop and scouring pads and began working
on the rust stains to the tune of "It's All Right Ma, I'm Only Crying."
True, the university cannot and should not be responsible for damage
caused by capricious students. But certainly damage caused by faulty con-
struction is the landlord's responsibility. A new leak is no excuse; the
university should institute the vastly progressive policy of periodic checks
on building construction and pay for their mistakes.
— P. A. M.
family benefit
Last year the Duquesne University Tamburitzans drew a capacity
crowd to Hauck Auditorium, and some students who arrived late had to
sit in the orchestra pit.
This year, by 2 p.m.. half of the seats were occupied. By 2:45 the
house was full, and a stage announcement asked the numerous people
standing in the auditorium rear to move to the projection booth and the
two classrooms overlooking the auditorium. By performance time these
three rooms were also filled, and more people were standing and sitting
in the orchestra pit, the aisles and the back of the room.
Many students in the audience, both standing and sitting. were annoyed
—not at the performance, for the Tamburitzans, as usual, were excellent.
But the majority of the audience was not students. About 60% or more
were adults and children. It looked as if every administration and faculty
member had brought three young children, his mother and father, two
brothers (and their kids), Great Aunt Hepsabah and Cousin Jane. At
least.
The most annoying were the small children. Admittedly, the Tam-
buritzans. with their bright custumes and Europeans songs and dances, are
excellent entertainment for young children. But, many students wondered
if the parents who brought along between three and five of them, had any
consideration for others. After all, it was a university function, and many
students had to be turned away.
Many of the children were obviously too young to appreciate, or
even enjoy the show. They squirmed in their seats, kept up running conver-
sations with their parents, or cried during the performance. This was dis-
tracting. to say the least, during such numbers as a lyric soprano solo.
We feel that the University Art, Festival Committee should have
used more foresight. and made some arrangements for allotting tickets be-
fore the performance. If this was done, students who wanted to attend
could have been guaranteed a seat, and parents who wanted to bring
a carload of children would have known just how crowded the show
would be.
—1.F.C.
the maine FA•CAMPUS1-'
editor business manager
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Be it ever so humble ...
mainea
crooked landlords
Across the bridge, in the miniature metropolis of
Orono, there are those who live far from the warmth,
comfort. and cheer of the dormitory system. Those
who wage a never-ending battle in the fight against
cold, starvation, and crooked landlords.
Yes, crooked landlords. Take ours. The libel laws
of this land are strict and the penalities are severe, so
I'll call ours by another name. How about A. Crook?
furnished apartment
A. Crook told us this summer that our apartment
would be furnished. I guess it is—technically. When
we arrived there were three desks: a shattered
kitchen table minus one of the leaves, fourteen cin-
derblocks, and two sheets of pitted plywood.
Then there is an ancient folding couch that looks
as if Godzilla teethed on it. And, believe me, no little
girl could ever unfold this one. It's sneaky and it bites
your fingers and it's very very strong.
McKinley wins
The couch has for a mate a great sagging arm-
chair. The springs must have rotted away before the
turn of the century. The chair is stuffed with old
newspapers ("McKinley Wins By A Landslide!")
and lots and lots of wadded toilet paper. You know,
I'd like to do a carbon-14 test of some of the lower
layers. Tentative probes have turned up chicken
bones. Who knows, there might be the remains of an
ancient civilization farther down.
the man to see
We have rarely seen A. Crook. Our dealings have
been with his henchman. Mumbles. Mumbles is the
man we speak to when we get on the phone to ask
for repairs. He's the man we speak to a week later
when nothing has been done. He's the man we speak
to a month later when still nothing has been done.
And thcn, of course, once a month we pay him the
rent. Mumbles may or may not have teeth. Perhaps
by Peter S. T. Taber
it's only his fingers or the spectacle arm he keeps
jammed in his mouth when he speaks. Whatever the
technique, it's damned effective.
"Gee. Mr. Mum—Hicks, the hot water won't
turn off, the toilet has been overflowing for the past
two weeks, and there are baby rats in the walls. Can
you send a man down?"
a real letdown
"Wellmmfff, it'smmmm . . . badiffghm timefff
mosatah menahmmf are ... ouwwt onmmm conshtruc-
tionmmmff workmmfff.... Maybemmfff latershmm."
Since the beginning of the year my bed has peri-
odically given me a real letdown by folding up in
the middle. I have reinforced it with strips of plywood
(sawn off one of the desk tops) and hundreds of
nails. I've tried using great lashings of picture hang-
ing wire. Everything has failed. Finally about two
weeks ago I dismantled the frame, put it away, and
settled what was left of the bed on the floor.
Then, I called up Mumbles to see about getting a
new bed. Fat chance! A few nights-of
-sleeping-on-the-
floor later, I decided to try a fresh approach. Beg-
ging and pleading had always failed to get ansthing
done; so had veiled threats and stern words. On a
couple of occasions A. Crook had sent us Sonny, a
local village idiot, but Sonny could only diagnose—
not cure. He was very helpful in telling us that the
broken window was broken and the leaking toilet
was leaking, but that was all. I decided I would do
the olc Brer Rabbit bit.
nightly comfort
"Hello, Mr. Hicks. You know that bed I told you
about? Well, I don't expect you've done anything
about it. But that's all right. I'll go right on sleeping
on the floor. Don't mind me at all. In fact, I rather
enjoy sleeping on the floor. It's so nice and comfort-
able, especially on cold nights."
Well, almost two weeks have passed and I'm still
sleeping on the floor. I think he believed me.
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1 everybody'sdoin' it . . .
by Cookie Wilcox
Rushees, it's almost time to make
your big decision. First parties are
almost over and final parties will
start Monday. Amidst roses, feath-
ers, pearls and ivy, a few will be
chosen.
A variety of costumes will be
Ween at Phi Kappa Sigma's annual
Arabian Knights party this Friday
night from eight to one.
The soft music of the James
Howe Band will provide the at-
mosphere for Delta Tau Delta's
semi-formal fall house party this
Friday night from 9:00 to 1:00.
A pleasant Saturday evening has
been planned by Alpha Gamma
Rho. The mood will be set for their
semi-formal fall house party by
Harold Wheeler and his orchestra.
You need not spend this Satur-
day night in your stuffy triple.
Take a walk over to Lengyel Hall
where there will be a dance from
8:00 to 12:00 sponsored by Stod-
der Hall.
York and Aroostook Halls will
join forces for a hootenany Sunday
afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00 in
Aroostook lounge.
Alpha Phi has initiated Nancy
iGarman and Susan Harper.Ralph Marshall was initiated to
Sigma Nu.
Occupying the lounges recently
are: Carol Panko pinned to David
Rayner, Phi Mu Delta; Betty Dal-
ton to Jim Tracy, Kappa Delta Phi,
Fort Kent State Teachers College;
Joan Yerxa, Alpha Chi Omega to
Bill Patterson, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Cheryl Cheetham, Alpha Omicron
Pi to Bruce Brockway, Alpha Gam-
ma Rho, '66; Ann Messenger to
John Hilton, Sigma Nu; Dianne
ippoucette to Ralph Marshall, Sigma
Nu.
Sandra Short, Plymouth Massa-
chusetts engaged to Ralph Bonna,
Phi Gamma Delta.
Permanent relationships have been
formed by Una Inman, Phi Mu mar-
ried to Fred Cheney, Phi Gamma
Delta; Peggy Shaw, Phi Mu to Geof-
frey Titherington, Phi Eta Kappa.
We're Your
Headquarters
in Downtown
Bangor • Our
Men's Shop
Carries All
Jade East
Toiletries
Maryland drug possession case questioned
College Park, Md. CPS—Recent
disciplinary action against a Univers-
ity of Maryland freshman charged
with possession of marijuana has
raised due process questions over
the university's judicial procedure.
Robert F. Sauer, 18, of Baltimore,
was released Oct. 9 on bond after
being arrested in his dormitory room
for illegal possession of marijuana
and barbituates two days earlier.
A university spokesman reported
that the Office of the Executive
Dean for Student Life has suspended
Sauer from housing for "believed
possession of marijuana."
There is no specific regulation at
Maryland prohibiting the possession
of the drug, but university regula-
tions state that residents who fail to
observe "accepted standards of con-
duct" may be asked to leave their
dormitories. In "extreme cases where
the conduct of a student may not be
in conformity with the best interests
of the university," the rule contin-
ues, a student may be dismissed
from school.
Sauer's status as a student will be
decided soon by university officials,
the spokesman added. The case will
probably go to Darrell F. Rishel,
director of judiciary affairs, he said.
Rishel's office usually handles stu-
dent disciplinary cases.
Several students questioned
whether the university's disciplinary
action, which by-passed a system of
student courts, constituted a denial
of the rights to due process of law
within the university.
University action was likewise
questioned because it paralleled legal
proceedings by the state, this pos.
sibly subjecting Sauer to double
jeopardy for his alleged offense.
In a similar marijuana case at
the University of Pennsylvania two
weeks earlier, a sophomore student
was put on disciplinary probation
until he graduates. Prosecution was
subsequently initiated by the State.
Now at your... UNIVERSITY STORES
MAJORING IN SERVICE
Serving the Campuses of the University of Maine
now only
$17.95
The dictionary that
caught up with
the English language.
Introducing The Random House Dictionary of the
English Language.The first dictionary that answers
today's "word explosion."
It lets you find thousands of new words that have
come into existence just in the last few years: Ho
Chi Minh trail, zip code, Medicare, chemosurgery,
LSD, freedom ride, John Birch Society.
It lets you look up people, places and events not
covered in your present dictionary.
It gives you over 260,000 carefully chosen en-
tries. With every meaning and every usage made
crystal-clear. (Including more than 100,000 entriesjust in science, technology and other special areas.)
It includes the most complete reference section
ever put in a dictionary: a 99-page atlas/gazet-
teer, four complete foreign-language dictionaries,
plus page after page of additional vallable infor-
mation.
It lets you afford to put a really comprehensive
dictionary right in your own home.
THE RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
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Maine shooters explode;
break Y-C, N. E. marks
Before the Maine rifle team tra-
veled to Vermont for Saturday's
match, Colonel John S. Gerety, Pro-
fessor of Military Science, teased
some of the varsity shooters with:
"Just bring home the bacon."
One of the team member's quick
reply was:
"We're bringing back the whole
hog, sir."
Saturday, the Maine riflers not
only won, but established some new
marks. They broke their own Yankee
The
PICTURE & GIFT SIIOP
Sou‘enirs—Novelties
Artist Supplies
Custom Picture Framing
Party Supplies
and Decorations
Maine's Most Complete
Card Shop
17 MAIN STREET
BANGOR
cord by outshooting Vermont, 1336-
1283. The previous record of 1332
was established last year by Norwich
Academy, a military school. The old
YC mark was a 1317 set by the
Bears.
Dennis Burgess set a new record
in the YC and New England by
shooting an individual high of 279-
98 in prone position. 95 kneeling,
and 86 off-hand. Behind him were
teammates Bill Blaine with a 269;
Wayne Hansen, 265; Carl Sanborn,
263; and Kim Bouford, 260. Other
shooters for Maine were Bastey,
Michaud, St. Cyr, Smart, and Tat-
ham. It was a fine start for Sgt.
George E. Pritchard, the newly ap-
pointed coach. The top shooter for
Vermont. Bob Walker. shot a 258.
Colonel Gerety has reported that
not only has the team brought
home the bacon, but also a huge,
plastic "hog" bank, which was
presented to him after the match.
The varsity uses the 40X13 .22
caliber rifle, which weighs 18 lbs.
Conference one-match scoring re-The team shoots at the standard in-
ternational target, which is placed
fifty feet away. A shooter has only
51 minutes in which to shoot from
a prone, kneeling, and standing posi-
tion. At a meet. Maine fires ten
men—the five high scores are
counted.
One feature held over from last
year is Sgt. Chartier's Tweetie Bird
bank. This is to incite spirit into the
squad. If a shooter has a "snowbird"
—misses the target—he contributes
$.05 to the bank at a practice ses-
sion. $.10 at a match, and $1.00 at
the New England Championship.
Maine has its own rifle range,
located in the R.O.T.C. building.
This Saturday the Bears will
their range in a match
mouth.
use
against Dart-
notice
The Horseman's Club will meet
on Tuesday, Nov. 15 in the Walker
Room. Memorial Union. Constitu-
tional amendment will be in order,
so all members are urged to attend.
How to make a bold statement.
You're making a statement when
you wear this Arrow Decton
Perma-lron Cum Laude. With
authentic detailing, too. Gently
flared button-down collar.
Back collar button and box pleat.
Shoulder to waist taper.
"Sanforized" labeled.
Wear it and make a statement:
it's great to be alive.
$7.00 long sleeves.
$6.00 short sleeves.
In plaids and solid colors.
-ARROW-
YOUR ARROW STORE IN OLD TOWN
A. J. GOLDSMITH
59 YEARS OF SERVICE TO U. OF M. STUDENTS AND FACULTY
new england
predictions
 By HURRICANE MCLEOD  
Dartmouth has regained the top
spot in the Maine Campus football
poll after previously undefeated
Harvard was upset and dropped to
second by Princeton. The Holy Cross
victory over Massachusetts moved
the Crusaders into third place and
tumbled the Redmen to fourth. The
best of the rest are Boston College,
Yale, Vermont, Boston University,
Central Connecticut, and Wesleyan.
VERMONT (7) at MAINE (lO)•
Bears upset Catamounts as Huard
trees Mitchell. Maine is better than
record indicates.
BROWN (0) at HARVARD
(24). Crimson rebound against the
doormat of the Ivy League. Four
way tie in the Ivy League now.
DELAWARE (17) at BOSTON
UNIVERSITY (10). The Fightin'
Blue Hens have an edge, but the
Terriers be up to avenge last
year's 50 to 7 pasting.
RUTGERS (7) at HOLY CROSS
(14). Another close one, but the
Crusaders will slay the Scarlett
Knights. Massachusetts fell victim
last week.
RIIODE ISLAND (14) at CON-
NECTICUT (17). UConn bests the
Rams in the battle of the also-
rans in the Yankee Conference. The
Huskies shut them out last season. 04
NEW HAMPSIIIRE (7) at MAS-
SACHUSETTS (21). Greg Landry
bests Bill Estey as the Redmen take
their third YC crown in four years.
DARTMOUTH (20) at COR-
NELL (14). The Big Red lose their
share of the Ivy League lead as
Dartmouth rolls on with Princeton
and Harvard.
BOSTON COLLEGE (25) at
VILLANOVA (8). Eagles claw
Wildcats for their third straight.
They need all they can get—it's
been a lean year.
PRINCETON (16) at YALE
(14). Tigers take Bulldogs in a
tough scrap, but have yet to face
Cornell. Yale could upset, though.
OTI1ER GAMES: Springfield over
Tufts, Amherst over Williams, and
Wesleyan over Trinity.
Wesleyan's Burfoot first;
Bears finish stong 12th
The New England Cross-Country
championship proved once again the
fact that size makes no difference in
determining fine cross-country run-
ners. Wesleyan's Amby Burfoot, a
v.ill-o'-the-wisp runner, 6 ft. 140
NOW . . .
VOLKSWAGEN
SERVICE
IN ORONO
WE HAVE A TRAINED
VOLKSWAGEN MECHANIC
WHO IS ABLE TO DO
ALL YOUR VW WORK.
COME IN TODAY!
State Inspection Station
Orono Motor Co.
Tel. 866-3300
pounds, set a new record of 22:15
bettering the existing record of
22:39 set last year by Ray Crothers
of Central Connecticut.
The Providence College Friars
came away, as expected, with the
team title, easily beating second
place Central Connecticut. 60-127.
U.-Mass. and Brown tied for third
with 144. Springfield following with
159. In all, twenty-six schools en-
tered the meet. Maine, running well
against tough competition finished
twelfth, an excellent achievement.
First finisher for Maine was Steve
Turner, 34th. Joe Dahl also placed
in the first fifty, coming across the
line in 47th place.
Burfoot. a junior, trained under
the Boston Marathoner Johnny
Kelly while at Fitch High in Gro-
ton, Conn. He ran cross-country,
like many do, to get in shape for
basketball, but "Kelly taught me to
love running". Burfoot finished 25th
in the Boston Marathon last year.
He's undefeated this year.
EXHIBIT and SALE
of MAINE-MADE
STITCHERY • JEWELRY
• PAINTINGS •
BY
ROMA VERNON
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Quarterback George Platter
mtramurals
The intramural Athletic Associa-
tion of the University of Maine is
sponsoring a series of basketball of-
ficiating clinics given by the Eastern
Maine Board of Basketball Officials.
• The sessions are scheduled for
Nov. 14, Nov. 17, Nov. 21, and
Nov. 28. The first three will take
place in 140 Little Hall, while the
last will be held in 110 Little Hall.
These clinics are open to anyone
wishing to become a basketball of-
ficial, and serve as preparation for
the International Association of
Basketball Officials' test on Dec. 5.
Attendance is required for three of
the four clinics for admission to this
world-wide test, which will be ad-
ministered locally in Bangor.
10 Once again, these clinics are open
to anybody desiring to learn the
fundamentals of basketball officia-
ting. Intramural basketball officials
are required to attend. If a candi-
date is interested in going further at
the end of these sessions, he may
take the test to qualify himself as a
licensed official.
MAKE FREESE'S
IN DOWNTOWN
BANGOR YOUR
IIEADQUARTERS FOR
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Bears have losing season
By John A. Torrone
Snow, rain, mud, darkness, freez-
ing weather, and a fine Youngs-
town team contributed to Coach Hal
Westerman's first losing season in 16,
as the Penguins outlasted the Bears,
14-6, Saturday.
"IT WAS THE KIND of game
that you had to be there to believe,"
commented Westerman.
"The teams played in almost an
impossible condition. I'm amazed
that either team could control the
ball. You can't throw and you're
lucky if you can handle the ball. The
mud was sticky, and it got smeared
over the ball. It was like handling a
greasy pig." The coach finished up
by saying that Maine wasn't making
any excuses:
"I feel that we played real well,
but football is a game of mistakes
and a team can make only so many
mistakes."
Maine made some costly mistakes.
The first came in the opening period.
A bad snap from center on a punt
attempt went over Pete Norris's
head. Youngstown took over from
the Maine 16 yardline and scored in
three plays.
THEN IN THE THIRD PERIOD
big Sanford Rivers slipped through
three Maine players for a 51-yard
touchdown run.
Maine's score came in the final
period when George Platter threw
the bomb to Paul Keany for a 58-
yard touchdown. Keany also played
on defense. He handled the punt re-
turns exceptionally well, despite the
bad game conditions. Keany is lead-
ing the Bears in rushing with a 6.1
average. Belisle and Quillia trail him
with a 3.5 average.
Pete Norris, who has been kicking
the ball well all season, has a 39.5
average after 49 boots. Against
Youngstown he averaged 43 yards
per kick.
Keany has been involved in both
of Maine's most colorful plays this
season. He has the longest run from
scrimmage, 69 yards, in the game
against Colby. The Platter-to-Keany
pass play in the Youngstown game
was the longest aerial of the season.
MAINE DIDN'T WIN a game
on the road this season. They lot to
Mass., N.H., Conn., and Youngs-
town. However, the Bears hold the
edge over all their opponents in
scoring, 105-92, rushing, 1082-978,
and punt ave., 37-32.
The Bears host the University of
Vermont Saturday. Vermont stands
6-1 on the season. The Catamounts
have a strong running team, headed
by Bob Mitchell. This junior full-
back has already broken the Ver-
mont record for rushing with over
1,000 yards this season, about 5
yards a carry. He has scored 10
touchdowns. This is the player to
stop if the Bears are to win.
Other standouts are ends Jeff
Kuhman, 18 receptions, and Jack
Schweberger, 11; backs Jim Culhane
and Jim Dedman; and quarterbacks
Dave Shumate, Jack Stroker, and
Paul Simpson.
IT WILL BE THE LAST GAME
for Bear seniors Nelson, Auclair,
Tardiff, Fahlgren, Keany, Huard,
Pendleton, Belisle, Hodges, Sherry,
Brawn, Perkins, Sawyer, Pasquill,
Smith, J. White, and Doyle.
All the Maine high school football
teams have been invited to the game.
Stu Haskell, Athletic Business Man-
ager, anticipates that more than
1,000 high schoolers will attend.
notice
Circle K will meet on Wed. at
6:30 in the Student Organization
Room, Memorial Union.
For liberal arts majors
*Professional Qualification Test—A prerequisite to
paltry for a career position with the National Security
Agency.
WHEN: December 10, 1966
WHERE: Right here on campus!
(Get a PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office)
H you expect to receive a liberal arts degree be-
fore September 1967, register for the Professional
Qualification Test. Taking and passing the PQT
doesn't commit or obligate you to anything, but we
urge you—even If you are not now fully certain of
your future interests—to Investigate NSA career
opportunities.
An Agency of national prominence, this unique
civilian organization Is responsible for developing
"secure" communications systems to transmit and
receive vital information. How and why does that
affect you? Because NSA has a critical and growing
need for Imaginative people—regardless of your
academic major.
You will participate in programs of national impor-
tance, working in such areas as: Cryptography (the
1 1
making of codes and ciphers), analytic research,
language research, data systems design and pro-
gramming, and administrative management.
At NSA, your professional status and earning
power grow rapidly from the day you begin, without
having to wait for years of "experience." Starting
salary of at least $6,451 (for bachelor's degrees),
regular increases, excellent advancement possibili-
ties ... and all the benefits of Federal employment.
Another advantage is NSA's location, convenient
to both Baltimore and Washington and a short
drive from ocean beaches and other recreational
attractions.
Plan to take the PQT. It could be your first step to
a great future I
IMPORTANT: THE DEADLINE FOR PQT APPLICATIONS
IS NOVEMBER 25. Pick up a PQT Bulletin at your Place-
ment Office. It contains full details and the
necessary registration form.
Applicants must be U. S. cit-
izens, subject to a complete
physical examination and back-
ground investigation.
national security agency
Suite 10, 4436 Wisconsin Avenue, NW., Washington, D.C. t00113 • An equal opportunity employer, MO
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real
spirit
In the last period against the University
of Rhode Island Rams on Homecoming
Weekend, Maine's only goalie Frank
Stewart was injured and lost for the sea-
son. Rising to the occasion with his desire
to help the team in any way possible, Ken
"Hank" Olsen stepped in to play goalie.
Ken did an excellent job at his new posi-
tion for the remainder of the season.
Harold D. Johnson
New York Life Insurance Company
7 MAIN STREET BANGOR, MAINE
Tel. 942-5934
• LIFE INSURANCE • PENSION PLANS • ANNUITIES
• GROUP INSURANCE • HEALTH INSURANCE
(Clip out and mail to agent)
I am interested in:
Life Insurance Health Insurance
Retirement Income fl Family Plan
Name 
 
Age 
Address 
Phone No. 
 
City 
AP PROPRIAT ELY
WESTERN
Hip
Length
Cotton
Suede
Also
in
Corduro.
•
FARGO
JACKET
Shearling
Pile
Lined
A. J. GOLDSMITH
10 NO. MAIN—OLD TOWN
A COMPLETE STORE WITH EVERYTHING
FOR MEN AND BOYS
CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR - UNIFORMS
FORMAL WEAR RENTALS- SPORTING GOODS
19.95
and
22.50
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Future bright for soccer
"Saturday was the beginning of
the 1967 season," said the University
of Maine varsity soccer coach Wil-
liam Livesey as the Maine Bears
lost to the University of Vermont
Catamounts, 7 to 0, to conclude
the winless 1966 season. However,
in three out of the last four games
the Bears showed that the prospects
for the 1967 season may be brighter.
The Maine booters lost three close
games to Bowdoin, Bates, and Colby.
At the conclusion of the season the
soccer squad consisted of eighteen
members.
Stiprisingly, prior to the 1966 sea-
son, nine of the athletes on the team
had never played soccer, only to be
thrust against their experienced op-
ponents. However, Coach Livesey
feels that his team did well, especial-
SKI
ly considering the opposing odds.
He singled out Robert Russell for
his steady defensive performance
throughout the season. Even though
Bob had never played soccer before
this fall, he is a fine example of
how desire and hustle can help to
overcome a lack of skill and ex-
perience when playing defense.
Unfortunately, the Maine Bears
lacked a scoring threat which would
relieve some of the pressure on the
defense. The men on offense, espe-
cially Darryl Calkins, showed fine
hustle and desire; but without the
necessary skills, they were unable
to mount a consistent attack against
their tough Yankee Conference foes.
In order to coordinate the offense
and defense in soccer, a team must
have truly fine playmakers. The
Maine Bears are fortunate to have
one in Swatulani Monthali. Swat is
the Bears' most skillful player, as
demonstrated by his pinpoint passing
and fine dribbling. Quite often he
would break up the opponents plays
with his defensive abilities and
start a fast break for the Maine
Bears.
In the spring of 1967, Coach
Livesey will conduct the University
of Maine's first spring soccer prac-
tice. This added practice, along with
a possible preseason session in the
late summer, should be beneficial to
the 1967 edition of the U-M sow".
team. Bill Livesey expects seventee
players from this year's squad to re-
turn, along with some prospects
from the freshman team.
Europe's top racing ski is American.
If you still think foreign racing skis are best, think again. Today, the world'sdominant racing ski is American and its name is the Head Competition. Last
season, in the major international downhill races, 60% of the top ten finishers
were on Heads. In all events, in all major meets, Heads carried the winr.ers of18 gold, 15 silver, and 15 bronze medals.
Ski racing is ski testing, the showdown kind. That's how Head knows that everydimension, component, and characteristic of its Competition Downhill, GS, andSlalom is fine-tuned to help you finish faster. Often first. $148.50.
The "Comp" and all
the other great HEAD
67 models are now being
shown at Chandler's . . .
Maine's Outstanding College Shop
S..
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